MAY

2013!

UPCOMING EVENTS
this summer
BEFORE going into the highlight of May for SMU Sailing that is
the annual Top of the Gulf Regatta in Pattaya, Thailand, the club
has an exciting plan lined up for you this summer!

JUNE
TBC

Post-TOGR party cum farewell!!!

22nd/23rd

Helm Course

29th

Chill Sail / Kurt’s partyyyyyy

30th

Sports Camp Sail

(also to spot chiobus and hunks)

JULY
15th-17th

Inaugural Pan-Pacific University
Students’ Sailing Competition (Xiamen)

27th/28th

RSYC

AUGUST
3rd/4th

RSYC

6th/7th

THE LONG AWAITED

17/18/24/25

WESTERN CIRCUIT SAILING Regatta
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SAIL CAMP!

M AY ’S H I G H L I G H T

TOP OF THE GULF 2013
By Lionel Wee

THIS

year’s Top of the Gulf Regatta took
place for the ninth time at Ocean Marina
Jomtien Beach, Pattaya from the 4th to 7th of
May. With more than 250 boats and 500
sailors from all over the world, the competition
was always going to be tough. Bearing that in
mind, SMU Sailing sent out its largest
contingent ever to TOGR to match up with the
top class opposition on display. With a blend of
youth and experience, teams were selected and
a total of 4 SMU teams and one alumni team
eventually made the journey to Pattaya.
To aid us in our quest for school glory, 4 platus
and 1X99 were chartered from Kevin Scott and
Khun Saropol respectively. Shaun Toh was to
be helming on Wikki, Collin Lim on Nam Prix,
Russell Kan on Nataya, Winfred on Stingray
and Chung Peiquan skippering the X99 team.
With a total of Fifteen One-Design 25 Platus
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contesting for the Coronation Cup, our SMU
Platus definitely had the odds stack against
them while the X99 crew was determined as
ever to wrestle the top place from perennial
champions Royal Thai Navy 1.
Having arrived 3 days early on the 1st of May,
the SMU teams diligently set out to
familiarize themselves with their boats and
the tricky conditions. For Collin Lim’s team,
that meant finding out that Magic Dragon
had a seriously dodgy mast that was welded
back together after being broken earlier in
the year. Their misfortune continued when

the X99 team used them as a rounding
mark during their practice as they were
stationary trying to tune their boat out at
sea. Imagine Collin’s reaction. Luckily,
Kevin Scott managed to charter them Nam
Prix which gave them a much better
performance.
Russell’s Nataya also faced some difficulties
initially, with their sails suspiciously
sounding more like plastic bags in the wind
if you close your eyes but they recovered
well with another set of sails to do well later
in the regatta.

The bent mast

There was also some drama on the X99 side
as they found out that they had been
promoted to IRC Class 2 due to an excellent
showing in previous editions together with
Royal Thai Navy 1. This led to serious
concerns over whether the team would be
able to finish the races on time at all!? Up
stepped Samuel Yarhmeh Ong, who wrote a
wonderfully written appeal letter that he
feels is testament of what he should have
actually gotten for his MC module. With
that letter, Hi Jinks went back down to IRC
Class 3, setting a goal to finish undefeated
throughout the regatta, knowing that their
strongest competitor, Royal Thai Navy 1
was not downgraded along with them.

Spot Wikki

Besides the serious competition going on at
Ocean Marina, there were loads of off-sea
activities with great dinners, visits to fun
and exotic places (many thanks to our
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graduating seniors for that) and even
birthdays to celebrate! Also, there was the
highly anticipated Bachelorette 2013 but..
more on that later!
As this is undoubtedly one of the biggest
regattas on a SMU sailor’s calendar, every
sailor made sure he/she was fully prepped
and raring to go by race day. Throughout
the 3 days of races, the sailors battled
strong winds up and really tricky
conditions, especially downwind which
meant no single platu was spared from a
broach or a near-broach. HiJinks even
faced a long passage race that took up to
four and a half hours long!
Overall, the team did SMU proud with the
4 platu teams performing admirably to
finish in 7th, 8th, 11th and 14th in one of the
most competitive platu fleets seen in
recent years. There was also a bullet
secured by the alumni team skippered by
Winfred which meant that they garnered a
Day prize on the last day, with the crew
happily proclaiming that they at least won
something! The HiJinks team with their
beautiful and easily distinguishable red
and blue spin stayed focused till the end
and finished the entire regatta undefeated
to win the ICR Class 3 Champion! Well
done SMU Sailing!
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AS a tradition in every Top of the Gulf Regatta, a Bachelorette/Bachelor would be
casted and the “lucky” SMU sailors chosen had to vie for the bachelorette’s attention to
receive the final rose on the last day of sailing. This year’s edition was no different, with
Liwen Chen being deservedly selected as the Bachelorette ( I mean, who else would
viewers rather see?) and the contestants being Vince Tan ( the old flame – Gryffindor
house), Lionel Wee (the nice and kind one – Hufflepuff house) , Steven Tan ( NSK Kid –
Slytherin house) and lastly, late entry and crowd favorite (Samuel Ong – Ravenclaw
house).
Against all odds, it emerged that Hufflepuff house and Ravenclaw were both leading the
points tally coming into the final day where Liwen had to make her final choice. But as
luck would have it, or as J.K Rowling’s books
4 show us, Gryffindor house would once
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again secure “last-minute points” to win at the very last moment. One may suspect the
show was rigged but then again fair play to all participants of this game!:) and
congratulations to Vince Tan for getting the final rose from Liwen Chen.
In closing, the 2013 Top of the Gulf Regatta was truly an amazing experience for all those
involved. The Regatta came and gone in a flash, this time though, without our ever-eager
mains trimmer Judith Chen having any noteworthy incidents (well, I did say the regatta,
and not the trip). Whatever that may not be captured here or in pictures will forever be
engraved into our memories. The lessons learnt, friendships forged and EXP gained from
the regatta will make us all better sailors and more importantly, better people.

Many thanks to the office of Student life, especially Andrew who came with us,
and Zixian for their endless support! & Not forgetting Kevin Scott and Khun
Surapol for loaning us their boats at Ocean Marina. Watch out for us at
future regattas and TOGR 2014!!
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someday. Thirdly, I like to point out that
teamwork and communication that were
really crucial because of the larger team and it
really made bond the team well.
Well, I wouldn't say that I had the best
experience because I was on a bigger boat. I
totally agreed with Collin's comment that
sailing in IRC 3 without any strong
competitors will not allow one to improve
their skills. According to his theory,
perfections in maneuvers were not highly
sought for as it does not jeopardize our
ranking within our class. However, it is still
something unique, I have enjoyed it and that
is all that matters.

An interview with

Liwen
from Hijinks

How was it like trimming the spin
and jib for the first time during the
last race?

How was the experience on a
bigger boat this TOGR given that It feels good to not be a SK warrior on the boat
anymore. Hah.
you sailed the platu for SSR?
The opportunity to sail on Hijinks, Waka and
O'Blu Eyes was definitely an eye-opener for
me (I wouldn't say that the rest of my crew
hold the same opinion as I do though).
Firstly, the bigger boats have more
complicated systems like running backstays,
reef sheets and so many extra halyards
(sometimes it really makes me wonder what
goes on inside the mast). It's really cool to
understand these personalizations made to
their boat so that the boat is suited for the
owners and their crew's needs. For example,
O' Blu Eyes can be sailed by three people
because of such personalization! These firsthand experiences in different systems and
hence the differing ways of operating the boat
really beats reading it up on the net or asking
the seniors to fork out their precious time to
explain to you. (I know you know what I
mean). Secondly, we definitely had many
opportunities to chat to other sailors and learn
about their sailing experiences in other
regattas that sadly, SMU cannot send teams
due to many restrictions. It spurs me on to be
a better sailor so that I can sail with them in
the other regattas

It is intensive because jib trimming is really
crucial on both upwind and downwind leg. So
when you thought that the crazy winching
after every tack to the optimal shape was over,
you had to take on the spin sheets,
synchronized with the other jib trimmer to
rotate the spin at every gybe and
conscientiously ensure that the spin doesn't
collapse due to varying external conditions. It
is mentally and physically draining yet you
have the keep going because every single
movement counts. The amount of focus and
strength that is required makes it really
challenging, especially for an inexperienced
female like myself. However I really treasure
this opportunity to trim in a race and would
love to thank Lionel for his guidance.

Who do you think has helped and
taught you the most on the boat?
Please elaborate and you can
thank him profusely here.
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It's definitely professor YM as he usually sat
beside me when we hike out so he was the best
person to entertain all my questions.
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Though I am not part of the super foredeck
team (the bow and his wingman team), he
always tries his best to answer all the different
arrangements and the difference in execution
that the foredeck team did when I don't
understand. As you know, my questions are
never ending, therefore I must really thank
him for answering them continuously,
forgoing the peace and comfort after every
downwind (sometimes forgoing his La La land
that he sought, haha). Ya okay, and I should
also give credit to him for taking questions
after a long day of race and debrief. Very
dedicated professor indeed!

current batch of SMU sailors because of the
combination of people on the boat. It was a
rather interesting experience for me with the
legendary Winfrid, Brandon and Boon Xin trio
who lived up to their name and told
outrageous jokes, ranging from “wanting my
big metal pole to be raised” to promised
sessions back at the hotel, the rest too
indecent and should be best forgotten.
However it was these jokes and comments
that made it enjoyable and kept boredom at
bay, and maybe it even helped us get a bullet
in the last race.

An interview with

Lionel
from Stingray

How did you guys achieve a bullet
on the last race of TOGR?

Describe your experience of being
on the dirtiest boat ever.
I was fortunate to have the opportunity to sail
with the SMU alumni and partake in their
“wisdom” on issues related and unrelated to
sailing. Knowledge that they have garnered
through their time spent at SMU were shared
with me during our time out at sea, making
the learning curve at TOGR very steep. I
encountered various kinds of dirty comments
being shared in the boat which was
nicknamed “the dirtiest boat ever” by the
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It all started when Brandon said that if we got
first, he would take off his pants at the finish
line and flash his balls at the race committee,
in addition he would finally reveal the secret
to the 1, 2,3,4,5 game (a game played in the tut
tut and on our boat that Winfred and I were
trying to solve for the past 2 days). It seems
that this was the motivation that our boat
needed. Personally I must confess I didn’t
want to see his balls, but I can only speak for
myself. Next thing we knew we were crossing
the finish line first. It was as if fate wanted to
reveal Brandon’s privates to us. Another
contributing factor would definitely have been
because our team decided to have most (if not
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all) of our training done overseas, and our
hard days of training finally paid off. Maybe it
was the years of experience that only the
alumni can possess that led us to this victory.
Nonetheless it was definitely be a great
memory and a positive ending to TOGR.

Are you now really excited to join
the team this coming August if you
come SMU?
As an outsider, I must say that the SMU
sailing team is a very close and tight team.
Everyone is very friendly and inclusive making
it obvious that it is the best CCA to join. Even
the Alumni take leave from their hectic
schedule to come back regularly and relive
their good memories and sail with their old
friends. Friends and memories made in SMU
sailing will indeed last a lifetime.

An interview with

Collin from Namprix
Was TOGR a whole lot different from your
SSR experience just 3 months back? What
would you say about your helming now?

TOGR was on a whole different level compared
to SSR. The level of competition was a real
shocker. A single tactical mistake could result
serious repercussions in the 15-boat fleet.
Things were not made easier with the addition
of the hostile conditions ranging from 25 knots
storm, the almost 0 knots race and the ever
shifty winds throughout the regatta.
The packed starting line induced adrenalinepumping experiences where so much is at stake
at each race, communication on the start line
was particularly important.
I would like to say that, I believe my helming is
much better now, much more suited to the
keelboat style rather than the dinghy style.
Adapting a lot better to sailing with a crew
rather than by myself. Though there is great
room for improvement in many departments.
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Describe the best race you had this
regatta.
Our best race was not a typical race with a
good start, in fact, we had to make an early
tack to get clear air from the fleet. At the first
windward mark, we were still in a very
precarious situation. Anything could happen
and dropping to last position was not out of
the question. The real turning point and
highlight of the race came immeadiately after
rounding the downwind mark. Majority of the
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fleet including the fleet leaders had done a
seatle and stuck to the starboat side of the
course. Namprix took a gamble to the port
side which paid off. Crossing the fleet after
the first the gybe, namprix postioned itself
perfectly rounding the looward mark just
behind easy tiger.
From there it was down to the task of
defending our position through beating
down the middle and shadowing the leaders
and catching up one boat length at a time.
Finally finishing in a respectable 6th position.

A shoutout to your crew?
I would like to thank my crew for their
hardwork and constant perserverence.
Jimmy – I would like to thank jimmy for the great job he did and not falling over board
during the races.
Judith - I fully appreciate Judith refraining from going for a swim this regatta together with a
job well done on the mains
Terena – For always giving me slow claps in appreciation of my effort(so sarca). Namprix’s
pillar of support!!
Jia – Had the pleasure of sailing with for 3 regattas. Always surprising me with her
contributions and moments of TMI eg.(where she is sweating from)
Bryan - Obviously I had a superb trimmer right??

Hua Hin 2013

